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Abstract. The counting ability of weak formalisms is of interest as ameasure of their expressive power. The question was investigated in sev-eral papers in complexity theory [ABO84,FKPS85,DGS86] and in weakarithmetic [PW87]. In each case, the considered formalism (AC0{circuits,rst{order logic,0, respectively) was shown to be able to count preciselyup to a polylogarithmic number. An essential part of each of the proofs isthe construction of a 1{1 mapping from a small subset of f0; : : : ; N   1ginto a small initial segment. In each case the expressibility of such a map-ping depends on some strong argument (group theoretic device or primenumber theorem) or intricate construction. We present a coding devicebased on a collision-free hashing technique, leading to a completely el-ementary proof for the polylog counting capability of rst{order logic(with built{in arithmetic), AC0{circuits, rudimentary arithmetic, theLinear Hierarchy, and monadic{second order logic with addition.
Note. This paper was written in 1998 and has never been publishedin a journal nor presented to a conference. Up until now, it was hardlyavailable as a research report. We believe these proceedings are the rightplace to publish it eventually, because most participants of the Dagstuhlseminar \Circuits, Logic and Games" were friends, colleagues or studentsof Clemens, who passed away in April 2005. Undoubtedly, Clemens wouldhave been one of the prominent participants of this meeting at which thefeeling of his absence was widely shared.
1 Introduction
Proving nontrivial lower bounds on the computational resources needed to solveinteresting problems remains the main challenge in complexity theory. In an at-tempt to gain a deeper understanding of the diculty of this problem, researchershave investigated a large number of restrictions on computations. Their aim wasto nd strong enough restrictions to enable them to prove that certain compu-tational problems are not solvable in the resulting weak formalisms. However,? Collaboration supported by a PROCOPE grant?? Corresponding author.
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in most cases where this approach succeeded, lower bounds were proved forproblems which are computationally trivial, such as PARITY, the problem ofdeciding whether the number of 1's in a 0{1{string is odd or even. This and otherexamples indicate that those formalisms for which we can prove lower boundsare far from being powerful enough to express computation. But how can wemeasure this distance? One indicator for the computing power of a formalismis its counting ability. The more precisely we can count the number of 1's in astring the closer we get to real computing power.But also without a complexity theoretic motivation, the counting power offormalisms is of interest as a measure of expressive power. In fact, within ashort period of time, the question was investigated in several papers in complex-ity theory [ABO84,FKPS85,DGS86] and in weak arithmetic [PW87]. In eachcase, the result was that the formalism under consideration (AC0{circuits, rst{order logic, 0, respectively) is able to count precisely up to a polylogarithmicnumber. The proofs, although obtained independently, are structured similarily.One major ingredient in all of them is a mapping which maps all elements of asmall subset of f0; : : : ; N   1g in a 1{1 fashion into a small initial segment. Ineach case the expressibility of such a mapping by the given means depends onsomething strong: Fagin et al. use a group theoretic device, whereas the otherpapers make use of the prime number theorem. In [PW87] the question is raisedwhether the proof can be given without employing any such proof{theoreticallystrong arguments and an alternative but quite intricate proof is proposed.In this paper, we give a completely elementary proof for the polylog countingcapability of constant{depth circuits (AC0), rst{order logic with built{in arith-metic (FO[BIT ]), rudimentary arithmetic (R), the Linear Hierarchy (LinH),and monadic second{order logic with addition (MSO[+])4. As explained below,all these formalisms are closely related. Indeed, it would suce to give the prooffor FO[BIT ], say, and then employ a general translation to obtain the result forthe other systems. However, it is interesting to see that the idea of the proof canbe implemented in all these formalisms with the same ease, and a direct proofleads to a construction which is far simpler than the one that would result fromapplying a general translation. Therefore, after giving the proof in the rst{order setting, we will also present the construction as a LinH algorithm. As anapplication, in Section 3, we will use the counting ability of rst{order logic toreprove the fact, earlier shown by Grohe and Hella (personal communication),that BIT{invariant FO[BIT ]{formulae are not Gaifman local.
2 Presentation of the counting method
In this section, we will rst dene the dierent formalisms we are interested inand compare them with respect to expressive power. Finally, we will present ageneral sketch of our counting method.Let us denote by LinT ime (resp. NLinT ime) the class of binary languagesaccepted by a deterministic (resp. non-deterministic) multi-tape Turing machine4 For precise denitions see below.
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in linear time. For all k  2, let ALk be the set of binary languages acceptedin linear time by an alternating Turing machine with k  1 alternations, and letAL0 = LinT ime and AL1 = NLinT ime.
Denition 1. The Linear Hierarchy (LinH) is the union of the classes ALk,for k  0.
An equivalent characterization of LinH (see [Wra78]) is obtained via a linearanalogue to the well{known Polynomial Hierarchy (see [Sto76]).
Denition 2. Let ﬀ be a signature. We call MSO[ﬀ] (resp. FO[ﬀ]) the set ofmonadic{second order (resp. rst-order) formulas of signature ﬀ. I.e. the for-mulas in SO[ﬀ] are of the form Q1U1 : : : QpUp, where Qi 2 f8; 9g, each Uiis a unary predicate symbol and  is a rst-order formula of signature ﬀ [fU1 : : : ; Upg. We say that a set of nite ﬀ{structures is denable in MSO[ﬀ](resp. in FO[ﬀ]) i it is the set of nite models of some sentence in MSO[ﬀ](resp. in FO[ﬀ]).
In the sequel, we are interested in MSO[+] and FO[BIT ] over words. Herethe structures are of type hf0; : : : ; jwj   1g;+; 1wi or hf0; : : : ; jwj   1g; BIT; 1wi,where 1w(i) is true i the ith letter of w is a 1, jwj denotes the length of w,and the built-in relations are + (addition) and BIT , respectively. (BIT (x; y)holds i the bit of rank y of x is 1.) If a set of words is denable in MSO[+] orFO[BIT ], we say for short that it is in MSO[+] or FO[BIT ].
Denition 3. A rst-order formula in the language of aritheoremetic f+;gis called 0 if all its quantiers occur bounded (e.g. 8x < y2). A rudimentaryrelation over IN is one that can be dened by a 0{formula.
To any integer x one can associate a word w 2 f0; 1g that encodes thebinary expansion5 of x (which we will write starting with the least signicantbit) or equivalently a structure hf0; : : : ; jwj 1g;+; 1wi. It has been proved that,under these correspondences between integers, words and structures, R, LinHand MSO[+] have the same expressive power (see [Wra78], [MO97]).Now, let us turn to the two other formalisms under consideration, i.e. AC0and FO[BIT ].
Denition 4. AC0 is the class of languages over f0; 1g accepted by a uniformfamily of circuits of constant depth and polynomial size.
It is well known (see [Imm87], for instance) that, given an appropriate notionof uniformity, AC0 and FO[BIT ] over words have exactly the same expressivepower, with the same correspondence as above between words and structures.Hence we have FO[BIT ] = AC0.5 In order to get a one-to-one and onto correspondence between words and integers,it would be preferable to use dyadic notation (i.e. words over f1; 2g). Since we willonly consider words of the same length, however, binary notation is good enough.
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Comparing the expressive powers of the two groups of formalisms, it is easyto see that FO[BIT ]  MSO[+], since, on the one hand, the BIT relationis rst-order denable from + and  and conversely (cf. [Imm99,DDLW98]),and, on the other hand,  is denable from + using existentially quantiedunary variables (see [?]). In the languages framework, it is known that AC0 LOGSPACE  LinH (see [Nep70,HP93] for the second inclusion), and thatAC0 is more restrictive than LinH. For instance, the language Lodd = fw 2f0; 1g = w contains an odd number of 1's g is not in AC0 (cf. [FSS81]), whereasit does lie in LinH. More generally, counting the number of 1's in words is veryeasy in LinH, but it is not an AC0 operation.There is also a translation in the other direction: any unary 0-formula (N)is easily translated into a FO[BIT ]-sentence  by replacing all quantications8x < N by 8x and 9x < N by 9x, and other similar syntactic modications. Insuch a case, we obtain that (N) is true i hf0; : : : ; N   1g; BIT; ;i j= . Here,the free unary second-order variable is interpreted as ;, so that the structurecan be viewed as an integer written in unary. Thus rudimentary sets exactlycorrespond to the sets of integers (not words) denable in unary by FO[BIT ]{formulae.Now, let us turn to counting. We are actually considering two dierent prob-lems when talking about counting abilities: in the LinH  MSO[+] R frame-work, given an integer N , one counts the number of integers smaller than Nthat satisfy some previously dened property, whereas in the AC0   FO[BIT ]framework, given a 0{1{word w, one counts the number of 1's in w.We are interested in a common positive result: LinH, AC0 et al. are closedunder polylog counting. In this paper we present a new and elementary proofof the following Theorem 1 (in Section 3, within the formalism of FO[BIT ])and Theorem 2 (in Section 4, using alternating algoritheorems). The method wepropose is uniform and directly applies in the dierent contexts. Notice that,in contrast, a negative result is only known in the AC0 formalism: AC0 (resp.FO[BIT ]) does not express parity (since Lodd 62 AC0) and a fortiori does notexpress counting (see [Ajt83,?,?,DGS86]), but both questions remain open forLinH;R and MSO[+].Let us denote by lgN the length of the binary expansion of N .
Theorem 1. ([ABO84,FKPS85,DGS86]) For every integer k, there exists anAC0 family of circuits such that: the circuit with N inputs has (lgN)k+1 outputsand the yth output is 1 i y = ]fi < N = the ith entry is 1g and y  (lgN)k.
Theorem 2. ([PW87]) Let P (N;u) be a rudimentary relation. Then, for allxed k, the counting relation CP (N; y;u)    y = ]fi < N=P (i;u)g ^ y  (lgN)k is also rudimentary.
Finally, let us present our coding device. Similarly to the original proofs, thebasic idea of our method is to take advantage of the fact that good integers(those that we want to count) are few and encode them into smaller integers,and then to count these codes. The dierence is that our proof is entirely based
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on the binary representation of integers and uses a new collision-free hashingtechnique.Let us introduce some notation. We are interested in the number y of integersx which satisfy some property and are smaller than some bound N (so-calledgood integers). Let l = lgN and assume that y  lk, for some xed k. We shalluse the fact that, under the additional assumption that for some 0 < " < 1and for any good x, we have lg x < l", there are standard techniques (namelyLemmas 3 and 5) performing the computation.1 - Integers smaller than N are cut into small blocks.For instance, any integer x < N is viewed as a list of l 12 blocks of 0-1 strings,each of length l 12 , i.e. x = x0      xl 12 1. We say that z is a good block if it isa block in some good integer.2 - Good blocks are few and small : they can be numbered.There are no more than lk+1 good blocks, each of length l 12 . Hence, using thestandard lemmas, we count good blocks, or equivalently, assign a number to eachgood block.3 - Good integers are encoded by the list of the numbers of their blocks.We replace each xi by its number i and dene c(x) = 0      l 12 1 . Hencethe code c is a function mapping good integers to binary words of length at most(k + 1)l 12 lg l.This code is one-to-one (i.e. collision-free, this is necessary), but not onto(there are lists of numbers of good blocks that do not correspond to any goodinteger). Let us call good a code that actually encodes a good integer. The numberof good integers is clearly equal to the number of good codes.4 - Good codes are few and small: they can be counted.We already know that the number of good codes is y  lk. Moreover, (k+1)l 12 lg lis eventually smaller than (say) l 34 . Thus, the standard lemmas work again.
3 Counting in rst{order logic
3.1 Proof in the FO[BIT ]{setting
We will frequently make use of the fact that FO[BIT ] = FO[BIT;+;; <].As explained above, our main tool, which we will use frequently, is the de-composition of the binary representation of a number y < N into blocks of0-1{strings, all (except, possibly, for the last) of some xed length L. We num-ber these blocks from 0 to d lgNL e   1, beginning with the least signicant bits.For the sake of simplicity we will henceforth assume that L divides lgN , thegeneral case can be dealt with by some obvious small modications.
Lemma 1. There is a FO[BIT ]{formula Block(L; x; i; y) which holds i x <2L, and the rst block of length L in x is the same as the ith block of length Lin y.
Proof. Block(L; x; i; y) : 8L0L:BIT (L0; x)^8L0<L BIT (L0; x)$ BIT (iL+L0; y).ut
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In the following development, we will choose the block length L according tothe situation as a rational power of lgN . Since lgN , the length of the binaryexpansion of the number N , ism i 9z  N BIT (m; z)^:9z  N BIT (m+1; z),we can dene (lgN)a by a FO[BIT ]{formula, for every positive rational numbera  1.Using blocks of appropriate length we can encode a small number of smallnumbers into one number.
Lemma 2. Let a; b be positive rational numbers such that a+b  1, and letM =(lgN)a, B = 2(lgN)b . Then there is a FO[BIT; P ]{formula Counta;b1 (q; P ) whichholds i the predicate P is satised for exactly q numbers from f0; : : : ; B   1gand q M .
Proof. Choosing L = (lgN)b, we can write every number < B with L bits. LetCounta;b1 (q; P ) :q  M ^ 9y8i; i0<q 8x h Block(L; x; i; y) ^ Block(L; x; i0; y) !  x<B ^ i =
i0i ^
^ 8x < B [P (x)$ 9i<q Block(L; x; i; y)].
The formula asserts the existence of a number y the rst q blocks of whichare pairwise distinct, such that these q blocks contain precisely those members ofP which are smaller than B. Since qL ML = (lgN)a+b  lgN , all q elementst into one number. ut
With this formula we can now count elements of P which are smaller thanB up to threshold M . In the next step, we improve this threshold to Ms, forarbritrary s.
Lemma 3. Let a; b;M;B be as in Lemma 2. For every s there is a FO[BIT; P ]{formula Counta;bs (q; P ) which holds i the predicate P is satised for exactly qnumbers from f0; : : : ; B   1g and q Ms.
Proof. The proof is by induction on s. Lemma 2 provides the base case s = 1.For s+1, the formula Counta;bs+1(q; P ) expresses that the interval [0; B) can bepartitioned into at mostM parts, each of which contains an appropriate number(up to Ms) of elements of P . Again, we let L = (lgN)b.Counta;bs+1(q; P ) uses Counta;bs with P replaced by the predicate P[x;x0) whichholds for z i x  z<x0 ^ P (z).Counta;bs+1(q; P ) : q Ms ^ Counta;bs (q; P )
_ Ms<q  Ms+1 ^ 9q0Ms 9q1<M q=q0+q1Ms ^ 9z hBlock(L; 0; 0; z) ^8i<q1 8x; x0h (Block(L; x; i; z) ^Block(L; x0; i+1; z))!  x<x0 ^ Counta;bs (Ms; P[x;x0)) i  ^
^ 8x  Block(L; x; q1; z)! Counta;bs (q0; P[x;B)) i
. ut
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Let us denote by jP j the number of elements of P . The proof is now completedby mapping all elements of our (small) set P 1-1 into a small initial segment.For this we choose a = 1=3 and b = 2=3, thus L = (lgN)2=3, M = (lgN)1=3and proceed in two steps: First, we count all those 0-1{strings of length L whichoccur as a block in some element of P . Note that, if jP j Ms, then there can beat most lgNL Ms = Ms+1 many such blocks. In the second step, replacing eachof these blocks by its number in this count, we can represent every element of Pby a sequence of very short 0-1{strings, i.e. by one small number.
Lemma 4. For every s there is a FO[BIT; P ]{formula Nums(L; q; x; P ) whichholds i q Ms+1 and x is the qth smallest number which occurs as a block oflength L in some member of P .
Proof. We rst dene a formula Proj(L; x; P ) which holds i x occurs in someelement of P .Proj(L; x; P ) : 9i9y P (y) ^ Block(L; x; i; y). Now Nums can be denedas Nums(L; q; x; P ) : qMs+1 ^ Proj(L; x; P ) ^ Counta;bs+1(q; '),where '(z) : zx ^ Proj(L; z; P ). ut
Now we can prove the theorem.
Theorem 3. For every k there is a FO[BIT; P ]{formula Sizek(q; P ) whichholds i q  (lgN)k and q is the number of elements of P .
Proof. We let s := 3k and write a formula Repr(x; y; P ) :x< 2M lg(Ms+1) 8i; x0; y0  Block(L; y0; i; y)^Block(lg(Ms+1); x0; i; x)! Nums(L; x0; y0; P ).This formula asserts that x represents the element y of P by the sequence of thenumbers of its blocks. Since we require x to be smaller than 2M lg(Ms+1), only therst M blocks of x of length lg(Ms+1) can be nonzero. Thus dierent numbersx represent dierent elements y, i.e., the representation is unique. Furthermore,our choice of parameters L;M ensures that all relevant elements x are smallerthan B = 2(lgN)2=3 , say (for N big enough). Therefore, using Lemma 3, we cancount those x which represent elements of P .Sizek(q; P ) : q M3k ^ Count3k(q;  ), where  (z) : 9y Repr(z; y; P ).This formula counts correctly, if jP j M3k = (lgN)k. ut
Note that FO[+]-formulae can only count up to a constant (cf. [Lyn82]).
3.2 An application
In the last step of the proof of Theorem 3, we count all those numbers x whichrepresent elements of P . We can interpret this nal counting act as a bijectionof P onto the initial segment of size jP j. Thus, our method allows us to dene abijection from any set P of polylogarithmic size to the set f0; : : : ; jP j   1g.
Corollary 1. For every k there is a FO[BIT; P ]{formula bijk(x; y) which holdsi y is the xth element of P , provided jP j  (lgN)k.
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Proof. bijk(x; y) : P (y) ^ Sizek(x; P<y), where P<y(z) () P (z)^z < y. ut
In particular, if jP j  lgN , this enables us to represent subsets of P by 0{1vectors of length lgN , i.e., by numbers < N . Thus we can replace quanticationover subsets of P by rst{order quantication as follows. The formula 9XP 'can be replaced by 9x ~' where ~' is obtained from ' by substituting for alloccurences of y2X in ' the formula 9z bij1(z; y) ^ BIT (z; x). Here, the set Xis represented by a 0-1{string with a 1 in position q if the qth element of P is inX. This improves a result of Grohe and Hella (personal communication), whoshowed the same for jP j = O(lg lgN). They used this in an argument to showthat BIT{invariant FO[BIT; ﬁ ]{denable properties are not Gaifman local.In the remainder of this section, we will present their argument, using Corol-lary 1. First let us give a brief description of the problem.It is well{known that every FO{formula ' is Gaifman local (see [Gai82]),i.e., whether or not a point in a structure satises ' only depends on its neigh-bourhood of some diameter d', where d' only depends on the formula, not onthe structure. Recently, some authors started to investigate other logics, in par-ticular extensions of FO, with respect to this property. Whereas order{invariantFO[<]{formulae were shown to be local (see [GS98]), the following construc-tion, essentially due to Grohe and Hella, shows that this is not generally truefor BIT{invariant FO[BIT ]{formulae.Let ﬁ be a signature which contains at least one binary relation symbol.We call a FO[ﬁ;BIT ]{formula BIT{invariant if the following holds for any ﬁ{structure A: Let <1; <2 be two dierent linear orders on the universe of A, andlet BIT1, BIT2 be the corresponding BIT{relations. Then for every a 2 A,hA; BIT1i j= '(a) () hA; BIT2i j= '(a).
Corollary 2. Let ﬁ be a signature which contains at least one binary relationsymbol. There is a BIT{invariant FO[ﬁ;BIT ]{formula '(x) such that for everyd there are a ﬁ{structure A, a BIT{relation BIT on A and elements a; b 2 A,such that the d{neighbourhoods of a and b in A are isomorphic, but hA; BIT i j='(a) and hA; BIT i 6j= '(b).
Proof. Let (x) be a monadic{second order formula which expresses that x lieson a circle, e.g., (x)  9C C(x) ^ 8u2C degC(u)=2. Here degC(u)=2 is aformula which expresses that u has precisely two neighbours in C. Of course,relativizing the second{order quantier in  to subsets of the set fv =9wEvwgof non{isolated vertices does not change the semantics of . Let N > 24d+2, andlet A be the graph on f0; : : : ; N  1g which consists of a circle on the rst 2d+1elements, a path on the next 2d+1 elements, and in which all other vertices areisolated. Then the set of non{isolated vertices in A is of size lgN , and choosinga = d and b = 3d+1, we see that the d{neighbourhoods of a and b are isomorphicand that A j= (a), but A 6j= (b). Thus, if we replace  by the FO[ﬁ;BIT ]{formula ~, as described above, then ~ is BIT{invariant, but hA; BIT i j= ~(a),and hA; BIT i 6j= ~(b), for any choice of BIT as a BIT{relation. ut
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4 Counting in the Linear Hierarchy
In this section, we present an elementary proof of Theorem 2. As we have saidbefore, rudimentary predicates admit a lot of alternative characterizations. Wewill use this fact and present the proof in the language of alternating algorithms.We rst establish the following simpler result.
Lemma 5. Let P (N;u) be a rudimentary relation. Then, for every xed rational < 1 and every xed integer k, the counting relation
CP (N; y;u)    y = ]fx < N ; P (x;u) ^ lg x  (lgN) ^ y  (lgN)k
is also rudimentary.
We will not mention the u variables in the proof. Below, if l is an integerand  is a rational number then l stands for dle. Also P[;)(x) stands forP (x) ^   x < .
Proof. Let l = lgN ,  be a rational < 1 and k be a xed integer. There exists hs.t. lk  lh(1 ). The proof is by induction on h on powers lh(1 ) of l. The basecase (h = 1) is handled by the following algorithm:
{ Guess x1; x2; : : : ; xy of length less than l such that 0  x1 < x2 < : : : <xy < N .The total number of chosen bits is less than yl  dl(1 )el  O(l). Letx0 = 0, xy+1 = N and verify that:{ For all i 2 [0; y + 1),
a: if i 6= 0 then P (xi),
b: for all x 2 (xi; xi+1), lg x  l ! :P (x).
This algorithm simply checks that the xi's are the only integers of sizebounded by l such that P (xi) holds. It rejects if for every choice of x1; : : : ; xythe last item is not veried. Basic arithmetical manipulations (building l, mul-tiplying integers ...) can be done easily in linear time with a constant number ofalternations. Then, compared to the alternation depth of the algorithm decidingP , a constant number of additional levels of alternation are required.We now show how to count up to lh(1 ), knowing how to do it up tol(h 1)(1 ). The algorithm is:
{ Guess y0  l1  and y1  l(h 1)(1 ) s.t. y = y0l(h 1)(1 ) + y1. Guess medof size bounded by l.{ Verify that CP[med;N)(N; y1) holds (i.e. that y1 = #fmed  x < N ; P (x)g).{ Guess x0; : : : ; xy0 with x0 = 0, xy0 = med and xi < xi+1 for i > 0. As y0 isbounded by l1  the total number of guessed bits is bounded by some O(l).{ For all i 2 [0; y0) verify that, CP[xi;xi+1)(N; l(h 1)(1 )) holds (i.e. l(h 1)(1 ) =#fxi  x < xi+1; P (x)g).
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The induction hypothesis is used to perform the verication steps. Here itis simply checked that there exist exactly y1 integers (of small size) satisfyingP between med and x and y0 blocks of l(h 1)(1 ) integers verifying P between0 and med. Again, it is easily seen that a constant number of supplementaryalternations are sucient in the induction step.
We are now ready to give the proof of the main resultProof of Theorem 2. Let  < 1, l = lgN and c = dl1 e. Every integer r oflength bounded by l can be represented by a vector (r1; : : : ; rc) where each riis of length bounded by l. It can easily be shown that the predicate Proj(r; ),true when Wci=1( = ri), is rudimentary.Let Count-Coord(N;; ) be the predicate that holds when :
 = #f0  ; 9r  N Proj(r; 0) & P (r)g &9r  N Proj(r; ) & P (r) &lg  l
Count-Coord(N;; ) asserts that  is the th number that appears as a coor-dinate (in some place) in the vector representation of some \good" integer lessthan N .If the number of good integers less than N is bounded by some lk then is bounded by lk+1. From Lemma 5 (and the fact that lg0  lg  l), thisimplies that Count-Coord(N;; ) is rudimentary. This also implies that every\good" integer r less than N can be represented by the following s, of sizeO(c lg l):
(s1; : : : ; sc)
where each si satises Count-Coord(N; ri; si) i.e. si is the rank of ri in the sensedened above. Every such s is called a good code and satises the predicate
Good-Code(N; s)  9r < N8i  c P (r) ^ Count-Coord(N; ri; si).Finally, since good codes are few and of small size (in O(c lg l)), from Lemma 5they can be enumerated. Then, the proof is achieved by verifying that thereexist exactly y numbers of size bounded by some O(c lg l) that represent goodintegers (y good codes). This is done by the algorithm below:Guess s of size bounded by O(c lg l) and verify that:
{ Good-Code(N; s){ y = #fs0  s : Good-Code(N; s0)g{ for all s0 > s, :Good-Code(N; s0). ut
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